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The Birdmen of Kazan
HIGH DIVING STARTS WITH THE MEN TAKING THE 27M PLUNGE
Silhouetted against the blue sky,
plunging into the water at speeds
of up to 50km an hour and drawing
gasps of awe from the crowd as
they tumble through the air – the
high divers are in town.
One of the most anticipated events
of the 2015 World Championships

got underway at the picturesque
Kazanka venue on Monday
morning – and the men’s qualifying
competition got a huge ovation
from a packed house on the
waterfront.
High diving is a sport like few
others: the thrill of seeing

athletes take on the 27m drop, the
impressive Kazan skyline forming
the backdrop for the TV cameras
… even the frogmen on hand to
ensure safe landings contribute
to the unique atmosphere of
one of Kazan’s real crowd
>>>>>> P3
pleasers.
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TODAY’S RECORDS:

15:27.71

DAY 11

55.64
2:06.12

SWIMMING

– Women’s 1500m Freestyle Katie Ledecky (USA)
–Women’s 100m Butterfly Sarah Sjostrom (Sweden)
– Women’s 200m IM Katinka Hosszu (Hungary)
Andy Potts and Aly Keita, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

THREE
RECORDS
TUMBLE

Swimming
Men. 100m breast

A trio of world records
were smashed – including
the ‘untouchable’ women’s
200m IM

Great Britain

Adam
Peaty

58.59

South Africa

Cameron
Van der
Burgh

59.09

Great Britain

Ross
Murdoch

Women. 200m IM

K

atinka Hosszu might have been
the only woman in Kazan who
believed it was possible. The
swimmer they call the “Iron Lady” was
convinced that the women’s 200m IM
world record, dating from the ‘textile’
era, could be beaten.
In qualifying yesterday she set a new
European mark and promptly scratched
from the 100m back.
The decision paid off – in some style.
Hosszu powered to gold in 2:16.12, shaving 0.03 seconds off Ariana Kukors’ time
in the 2009 World Championships. She
won the race and her fourth world title
by a comfortable 2.23 seconds from Japan’s Kanako Watanabe. Britain’s Siobhan O’Connor came third.
“It’s amazing that we’ve had three
World Championships since the record
was set but nobody could get anywhere
near it,” Hosszu told Hungarian reporters after her triumph. “I really had to
fight in the end, but I got there and I’m
incredibly happy.”
That was the third and final record to
fall on Monday. First up Katie Ledecky of
the USA improved her own record in the
1,500m free. Swimming in the heats she
stopped the clock at 15:27.71 – and then
said she wasn’t really trying for a record.
“Breaking that record is a testament
to the shape I’m in,” she said. “I’m in
shock right now.”

58.52

55.64

Sweden

Sarah
Sjostrom

57.05

Denmark

Jeanette
Ottesen

57.48

China

Lu Ying

Men. 50m butterfly
22.97

France

Florent
Manaudou

23.09

Brazil

Nicholas
Santos

23.15

Hungary

Laszlo Cseh

23.15

Poland

Konrad
Czerniak

Women. 100m butterfly

The other record to go had lasted
barely 24 hours. Sarah Sjostrom of Sweden went past the time she set in yesterday’s 100m fly. She won her gold
medal in 55.64, shaving 0.1 seconds off
yesterday’s mark.
“I’ve proved to myself that I can swim
fast even when it’s a final and I’m under pressure,” she said. “I’ve been working hard for a long time and this gives
me a lot of confidence. Medals and records maintain my motivation; I can see
that all my work achieves something.”
The men’s racing began with a thriller in the 100m free, with Britain’s Adam
Peaty storming through the final 25m to

snatch gold from South Africa’s Cameron van der Burgh by 0.07 seconds.
“I turned and I saw his feet and I
thought ‘right, I’ve got some catching
up to do now.’,” said the Englishman.
“When he was still in front 25m out I
was a bit sceptical, but then I remembered how I trained for moments like
this and I was able to come out on top.”
Van der Burgh paid tribute to Peaty’s
performance. “I didn’t know it was going to be that fast but I knew I had to go
out fast,” he said. “You can’t try to swim
Adam’s race because he’ll beat you. You
have to swim your own race. The better man on the day won.”

Peaty, who admitted that he considered quitting the sport six years ago
– “I didn’t really like it” – was joined on
the podium by fellow Brit Ross Murdoch. The Scot usually specialises in the
200m, but dropped down to the shorter distance because of fitness problems.
There was also gold for French star
Florent Manaudou in the 50m fly. He
took first place in 22.97, 0.12 seconds
ahead of Brazil’s Nicholas Santos. The
bronze was shared between Hungary’s
Laszlo Cseh and Poland’s Konrad Czerniak who swam a dead heat in 23.15.
For Manaudou the race was something of a bonus: his main task is to

2:06.12

Hungary

Katinka
Hosszu

2:08.45

Japan

Kanako
Watanabe

2:08.77

Great Britain

Siobhan
O’Connor

win the 50m free. “This isn’t my favourite race so I wasn’t expecting anything
more than the final and a chance of a
podium finish,” he said. “It’s crazy just
now – it feels like I get a medal every
time I swim. I guess I’m a good swimmer over 50 metres.”
The Frenchman explained that it was
too early to celebrate here.
“I remember in Barcelona I was so
happy about the 4x100 and I didn’t have
enough energy to do my job the next
day,” he said. “[Michael] Phelps never
used to show big celebrations. I need
to keep control of my own emotions
like him.”

WATER POLO • PLAY-OFF

Down to the last four

By Artem Kuznetsov, photo: Ramil Gilvanov

The women’s water polo
competition is ready
for the semi-finals with
USA, the Netherlands, Australia and Italy closing in on
the medal places.

T

he Americans were the first
team to advance, thanks to a
strong first half performance
against Spain. Team USA scored on its
first attack and went on to open up
a 5-1 lead by half time. Spain hit back
after the break, reducing the deficit
to a single goal, but were unable to
complete the revival and eventually
lost 8-5.
USA captain Maggie Steffens said:
“Spain have a great team. They almost
got back at us in the end. The main reason for our win is that water polo is a
team game. The team that controls the
ball best will win.”

Home hopes came to an end as
Russia went down to a battling defeat against the Netherlands. The
Dutch made a blistering start and
led 3-0 after just four minutes. That
lead stretched to 5-1 before Russia finally got their game together.
In the third period they launched a
fightback and even managed to tie
the scores at 7-7 but could not sustain that momentum as the Netherlands edged a 10-9 win.
Dutch captain Yasemin Smit said
that her team lost control in the third
period. “Russia’s big weapon is the
counter attack. We controlled it in the
first half but then let it slip. Then we
got nervous on offence until we settled down and showed that we were
the better team once again.”
Russian coach Alexander Ogorodnikov blamed himself for the defeat.
“As coaches, we prepared our athletes
poorly,” he said.

China and Australia played out an
even closer game. China led for much
of the game, 4-2 up at half time and
still ahead in the final moments, but the
Aussies forced a 10-10 tie before holding their nerve in the decisive shoot-out.
The Chinese were still looking on the
bright side: “We’ve played Australia seven times this year, and this is the first
time they haven’t beaten us in regulation time. I think we have made progress in the last six months,” said coach
Rick Azevedo.
Finally the Italians won through over
Greece with a straightforward 9-6 verdict.
The women’s semi-finals will be
played on Wednesday. Australia face the
Netherlands while the USA take on Italy. Today sees the men’s quarter-finals.
In the classification round New Zealand edged France 7-6 to claim 13th spot
while Japan avoided the wooden spoon
with a 14-7 win over South Africa.
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HIGH DIVING
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OFFICIALS
By Andy Potts, photos: Ramil Gilvanov

By Matthew Luxmoore

FINA bosses
thrilled
by Kazan
success

High praise for the quality of sport
and organisation at this year’s
World Championships

THE BIRDMEN
OF KAZAN
Cont. from page 1
After three rounds of the men’s competition, Britain’s Gary Hunt is in the lead and on
course to improve on his silver medal from
Barcelona two years ago. He took control with
two strong dives and stayed on top despite being slightly disappointed with his third dive –
the toughest of the day.
“I often have problems with those first two
but I was in the lead after two rounds,” he said.
“Maybe I missed 10 points on my last dive, but
I qualified first so I’m happy. It’s been two long
years since Barcelona and now it’s time for me
to get that first place.”
Hunt’s closest rivals for gold will be David
Colturi of the USA, who trails him by 22.7 points
after the opening round, and Mexico’s Jonathan Paredes, 31.4 points off the pace.
But nothing has been decided yet – there
are two more dives to come on Wednesday to
determine the destiny of the medals.
That made it the perfect opportunity for the
Herald to find out more about what it’s like to
climb 27m in the air and jump off.
It looks like a sport for the fearless, but Hunt
surprisingly confessed to a fear of heights.
“I wouldn’t say that high divers aren’t afraid
of jumping from 27 metres,” he said. “I try to
battle my fears, that’s what we all do here.
“I guess you could say that heights are my
fear. When there’s water under me I have no
problem but looking over the edge of a balcony, that’s not for me.”
In contrast with the seriousness in the
diving pool events, the high divers display
a devil-may-care showmanship. Several of
them have a background in circus and shows
and many of them love to bring that sense
of per formance to the World Championships. Stars like Bulgaria’s Todor Svetov – Mr
Air Guitar – excite the crowd by celebrating
each dive like a rock idol and the competition takes place with a broad smile on ever yone’s face.

According to Paredes, that’s partly down
to the close-knit atmosphere that the divers
share on tour.
“This is our life, we’re diving every couple
of weeks so we have to know how to take it
easy sometimes,” he said. “I see these guys
more than I see my family so we have to be
good friends as well as rivals. Of course there’s
competition but after that we have to chill
out together.”
For Hunt, hopes of seeing the sport in the
Olympics come alongside the need to entertain and be entertained.
“There’s a bit of a showman in all of us. We
enjoy showing off and getting the crowd going, it’s part of who we are,” he waid. “Now
diving is getting bigger and bigger so we are

trying to be as professional as possible. We
have a dream of becoming an Olympic sport
so we’re definitely behaving ourselves as well.”
With a long wait until Wednesday’s final,
Hunt admitted it could be a stressful couple of
days knowing that a medal is tantalisingly close.
But for Steve LoBue, currently fifth in the
rankings, the pause is a chance to learn from
Monday’s dives.
“I’ll have to go back and look at the vids
and see what I can improve on,” he said. “I’ve
been training for today since Barcelona and it
didn’t work out.
“Right now it looks very difficult to catch
Gary. Even breaking the top three looks tough.
Maybe the top six will have a chance but for
the rest of the field it’s a really big ask.”

This year’s FINA World Championships in Kazan have seen emotional ups and downs, seemingly insurmountable records broken and spectacular last-minute shocks. Half-way though
the two-week competition, the organisers
gathered to talk up some of the highlights.
“We’ve experienced outstanding moments
and seen spectacular performances. We’ve
launched new events like the team and mixed
competitions. And we’re sure that in the coming days we’ll see even more exciting results
that will delight fans in the stands and viewers
around the world,” FINA president Julio Maglione told reporters at Kazan Arena yesterday.
The Uruguayan has held his post as the
swimming federation’s president since 2009,
and he was full of praise for the citizens of Kazan and the level of organization at this year’s
edition of the biennial sports event.
“Many thanks to the population of this dynamic city for their massive support. Officials,
trainers and athletes have been impressed with
the organization, and they’ve all said they feel
at home in this city. Tickets for almost every
event have sold out, which shows the huge interest in these championships,” Maglione said.
Azat Kadyrov, director general of the Kazan 2015 Organising Committee, stressed the
uniqueness of these championships. Kazan Arena’s role as one of the main venues was only
possible after a logistically complicated operation to prepare the football stadium for swimming competitions, he said, just one of the innovative changes introduced to make it possible to stage the event in Tatarstan’s capital.
Kadyrov also had some impressive statistics
to unveil. Almost 70% of tickets have been sold
to this year’s events, according to the organizing
committee, with Kazan’s sports venues visited
by over 160,000 fans so far. The “Pilgrim” show
that formed the centrepiece of the opening ceremony – a FINA first in Kazan – has attracted
more than 50,000 people to its six-night run.
“This is the first time a FINA world championships is happening in the former Soviet Union and the first time a football stadium is being used to stage events,” Kadyrov said. “I’d like
to thank FINA for their trust in the work we’ve
done in recent years, and to our country’s president, government and sports ministry.”
Aside from summing up the successes of
the competition so far, Maglione signed a new
three-year sponsorship agreement with Airweave, Japan’s top-selling brand of premium
bedding. Airweave CEO Motokuni Takaoka revealed that the company will sponsor the 2017
World Championships in Budapest as well as
next year’s World Short Course Championships
in Windsor, Canada.
Although the World Championships are
heading into their final week, the sports fever
in Kazan is far from over. The World Masters
Championships for athletes over the age of 25
begins on Wednesday, and this will be the first
year it overlaps with the main competition.
Maglione looked ahead to the start of what
will surely be another thrilling series of events.
“In a couple of days another milestone for
FINA will be achieved - the World Masters
Championships is running in conjunction with
our main event. Many of those athletes are already here, and have watched the performances
of the best. I’m sure they’ll be inspired to perform to the same high level,” the FINA president said.
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SECOND GLANCE

SCHEDULE
TIME

4 AUGUST

4

EVENT

SWIMMING
17.32

200m Freestyle. Men

Final

17.40

100m Back. Women

Final

18.05

1500m Freestyle. Women

Final

18.36

100m Back. Men

Final

19.17

100m Breast. Women

Final

WATER POLO. WOMEN

BUSINESS BOOMS
AS KAZAN CHARMS
ITS GUESTS
With thousands of visitors in town for the World
Championships, it’s good news for shops and cafes
around the city – and the mayor hopes the event
will pay for itself.

T

he waitress was baffled; the customer thought it was hilarious.
Struggling to order a “chai latte”,
one of the water polo players in this year’s
championship found himself presented
with an unexpected pot full of black tea.
Behind the smiles, these kind of
misunderstandings have become a
regular occurrence in Kazan over the
past week or so as the city welcomes
2,600 athletes from 188 countries – and
thousands of other visitors. It’s the largest
aquatic sports championships in history
and away from the arenas it has brought
crowds to the streets of the historic
centre and filled the souvenir stores
around the Kazan kremlin. Everything
adds a cosmopolitan feel to a city already
famed for its multicultural atmosphere.
Local businesses are happy. Many
shops and restaurants have seen a nice
boost in trade as passers-by look to pick
up memorabilia or tuck into a traditional
Tatar meal to recharge their batteries.
“We’ve not had all that many
foreigners in the past, but since the
championship started about 40 percent
of our visitors are from abroad,” said
Kofein manager Sergey Koshkin. He
estimated that the café has seen a 30-40
percent rise in visitors in the past week.
“We released a new menu to coincide

with the event, so that must have
helped,” he added, laughing.
Staff at the city’s many gift shops are
also busy. At one of the larger stores on
Bauman Street, Kazan’s main pedestrian
walkway, championship merchandise is
on display to tempt passers-by. But the
demand doesn’t stop at Kazan 2015 gifts.
“Traditional souvenirs are surprisingly
popular with our international visitors,
from matroyshkas [Russian dolls] through
to decorative headscarves and birch-bark
boxes. We’ve had plenty more people in
the store, it’s not hard to notice,” said
Flyura, one of the assistants helping
visitors at the shop entrance.
Beneath the Kremlin walls, Kazan’s
mayor Ilsur Metshin welcomed journalists
to a celebratory lunch and talked up the
way the city has welcomed FINA. Six
million flowers were planted in Kazan
specially for the event, an operation that
he said was only possible with the good
will and selfless support of the residents.
“People came of their own accord
to help us decorate houses, schools and
streets. Our city has been united, from
the taxi drivers to the bar tenders at the
local hotel,” Metshin told the Herald.
Along with the 2013 Summer
Universiade, another major sports
competition hosted in Kazan, the FINA
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China – Argentina

15-16 places

10.50

Russia – Japan

13-14 places

12.10

Canada – Kazakhstan

Classification round

13.30

Brazil – South Africa

Classification round

17.30

Croatia – Montenegro

QF

18.50

Greece – Australia

QF

20.10

Hungary – Italy

QF

21.30

Serbia – USA

QF

HIGH-DIVING
14.00
World Championships have driven growth
in the city’s tourism industry. According to
Metshin, since 2006 the flow of tourists
has increased from 460,000 to more than
2 million this year. Over five years Kazan’s
hotel capacity has doubled: the city now
has 156 places to stay.
There are some who are still
disgruntled. Kerime, 87, has a regular
spot selling flowers from a stall next
to Ploshchad Tukaya metro station in
the city centre. Sport or no sport, she
complains that customers are still cashstrapped.
“No-one’s buying! I’ve been sitting
here till 10pm every night. They want
to pay 50 or 100 roubles, but I’m selling
for 200. It’s always the same,” she said.
However, she was keen to emphasise
that as a mother of seven with a monthly
pension of 8,000 roubles ($130) she’s been
through tougher times.
The mayor’s administration insists
that the championships will more than
recoup their 3.5 billion rouble ($57 million)
price-tag. Metshin emphasises how the
event serves as a try-out for the upcoming football tournaments, the 2017
Confederations Cup and the 2018 World
Cup. And his ultimate dream is to bring
the Olympic Summer Games here.
“Sport is part of our life,” he said, adding
that the number of active participants in
the city has trebled since Universiade two
years ago.
“I’ve had calls from Singapore,
Australia, France, the USA, South Africa
and Brazil, giving me positive feedback
about these World Championships.
Events like this are a good way of showing
that Russia is not only Moscow and Saint
Petersburg. Kazan is the country’s third
capital,” he added.
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PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES IN
THE FINA WATER WORLD PARK
August 4
12.00

Afternoon concert program, work-outs, competitions and live
broadcasts of the Championships on the big screen

17.00

A concert by the best bands from Tatarstan and Russia

18.0019.00

Performance by the “U13” creative team

19.0021.00

“Sozvezdiye – Yoldizlyk” youth music festival

21.0022.00

“Dancing underwater”, show by the Iskusheniye dance theatre
of St. Petersburg
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